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Session 7 – Reining Round Table 
 
 
Raymond Grether, Deputy Chair of the FEI Reining Committee, opened the Round Table and 
started the presentation with statistics illustrating the progression of FEI Reining events and of 
Athletes registered in Reining with the FEI. A SWOT analysis of the discipline clearly illustrated 
that currently there are more threats and weaknesses resulting in a poor progression. WEG is 
one of the main and only motivation for Athletes to compete in CRIs and for NFs to host CRIs.  
 
The Deputy Chair listed the following questions open to NFs which will need to be carefully 
looked at and worked on by the Reining Committee: 
“Are NFs willing to support Reining both on International and National level?” 
“How can we encourage more support from NFs?” 
“How can we increase the number of CRIS?” 
“How can we increase the number of participating Athletes in FEI Reining” 
“How can we increase the attractiveness of the discipline for Athletes, audience, media and 
Sponsors?” 
“Format and scoring: how could this be more transparent for general public and media.” 
 
Bettina de Rham, FEI Reining Director, continued the presentation by explaining the proposed 
Rules’ modification for 2016. She explained that due to the lack of participations and the lack 
of CRIs organised under FEI umbrella, the FEI will re-think the discipline of Reining within the 
next years. This is an important task that the Committee will concentrate on, but in the 
meantime we still have to maintain the discipline in the best way possible. 
 
The following Rule modifications were proposed: 
 
• Prize money will be optional for all categories and the references to A and B will be 

removed. More importance will be given to Team Events - CRIO will become CRIO4*. This 
proposal was well received by the audience 

• Qualification process for athletes / for advance athletes (3*), the NFs may fast track their 
athletes directly to 3* level if they have the equivalent experience with another 
organisation. 

• Regional championships: 3 judges will be required instead of 5 as currently in the Rules. 
• Patterns: The Committee proposes to classify the patterns according to a progression 

through the star level of CRIs. The audience agreed for 1* and 2* but propose that 
Patterns should be available for 3* and above. The Committee will consider this option. 

• FEI World Cup Reining will be introduced in 2016. The qualifications will take place in with 
five Regions, allowing for the top 10 Athletes to qualify for a World Final. 

 
Para Equestrian Reining: A video of Para Reining was shown at the end of the presentation to 
give an idea of what would be possible if Para-Reining would be added to the FEI Reining Rules.  
As explained by Bettina de Rham the FEI is not yet ready to add a new category to FEI Reining 
as we first need to focus on the development of FEI Reining itself. 
 
The panellists for the Reining Round Table included Raymond Grether (NED), Deputy Chair 
Reining Committee, Susy Baeck (BEL), Reining Committee members, Pierre Ouellet (ITA), 
Reining Committee members and Bettina de Rham FEI Director. 

 
Open discussion: 
 
Will Connell, USA NF reported that The FEI World Cup Final is very essential for the discipline 
and for the growth of the discipline. Last weekend they had an FEI Competition in Lexington 
and only one rider competed. The USA NF would prefer to keep all patterns available to all 
levels. Concerning the Para Reining, they believe it is too early as well. As explained by Bettina 
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de Rham, this is anyway too early but the Committee will consider every options to develop 
the discipline. 
 
Dave Young, NED NF mentioned that there are not enough CRIs to qualify through the levels 
to qualified for FEI Championships and asked if a solution could be found to facilitate the 
progression of the Athletes. The Deputy Chair replied that the Committee will review the star 
rating qualification system to introduce a faster transition from one level to the other. 
 
To help increase the number of CRIs, Dave Young proposed to re-instate the rule which said 
that for an NF to qualify a team for a Championships, the NF had to organise at least two CRIs. 
Bettina de Rham explained that this requirement was removed as qualifications should 
primarily assess a sporting level, but the TC will reconsider this option. 
 
Frank Spadinger, AUT NF, proposed to review the number of categories in Reining as he 
believes there are too many categories in comparison to the number of riders involved in 
Reining with the other two organisations. The TC will discuss this idea. 
 
Gary Carpenter, NRHA, informed the audience that someone is working at NRHA to review and 
adapt as much as possible the NRHA rules to the FEI Rules. 
 
A representative of the NF FRA mentioned that he was very impressed with the Para Reining 
video. He proposed that we should consider having a demonstration of Para Reining at the 
2018 World Equestrian Games. 
 
NF ITA, a representative mentioned that it is difficult to get the requested experience to be 
promoted 4 * judge due to the low number of CRIs. Pierre Ouellet mentioned that the FEI will 
soon start working to establish a new Education system to be launch in 2016 and that this will 
carefully considered. 
 
Sven Friesecke, SUI NF, explained based on his 8 years experience of organising Reining 
shows, he values the fact that the FEI has made a lot of efforts to accommodate OCs however, 
costs to host CRIs are still very high, especially with the FEI requirements in terms of 
Veterinarians and Stewards. The FEI will not be flexible in any way when it comes to Horse 
Welfare but the Reining Committee will try to think of other ways to continue to help OCs.  
 
The panel concluded by asking the NFs to think about the possibilities to support de 
development of FEI Reining, grow the number of CRIs and get more Athletes involved and give 
feedback to the FEI on issues they may be facing. 
 
 
Moderator: 
Richard Nicoll 
 
Panellists/Key Note Speakers: 
Bettina De Rham, FEI Director Driving, Reining & Vaulting 
Raymond Grether, Deputy Chair Reining 
Pierre Ouellet, Member Reining Committee 
Suzy Baeck, Member Reining Committee 
Pete Kyle, Member Reining Committee 
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